
Dear Bael, 	 10/22/96 

Your caring;, your interest and willlingness and now your ezcellent effort all 

mean very much to us. Your call yesterday excited me so much I had trouble sleeping! 

For the first time in many yours! I actually took two 5mg valiums before I got 
t tree hours of uniwterrupted sleep. I can remember over taking that much since 

akiek• Yo ilots 
it was prescribent-UUally, when infrequently I take any of it, 2 1/2 mg is all. 

I now you are away for three days.Tais is to be waiting you when you 

return. I do not recall whether I gave you the long article Senator Russell Dis-

sents but if I did not it is ,.:nclosed. I'll come to the reason. I wrote it late in 

1992 or early in 1993 in the fitile hope that Carroll w Gear might use it to 

promote /EMIR AGAIN! that iNstead they sat on for three years. It is longer than 

most artiele5/for cutting an9!to make a more complete record for history. There 

are also several shorter enclosures. These are because 1* did think much about 

your question, ;thieh book should be published first, assuming that the agency takes 
and represents us and finds a publisher who will make an effort. I believe strongly 
for several reasons that the first book (re)published sh>uld be Whitewash, the 

first of them all. 

It is the basic book an the evidence. It cornea entirely from the official 

evidence and it has no theories in it. Besides which it has withstood time's 

testing. 1n the 30 years since it appeared not a single one of the mar whom 

it is critical phoned or -wrote any complaint about unfairness or inaccuracy in it. 
There ;43 nn% 	 ''w44"iY u4teva 	(Timm) 	" (*weal 0441  0,,t4A4  mwr 	ti uhvrwt! 

But "new'information" should be added -to the original book, which is really 

a public rolatibns man'sedream, as separately I'll got to. The new information is 
that two membe4of the Commission refused to agree with its most basic conclusion, 

that singles bullet myth of Specterhs, and were conned into agreeing to what was 
presented to them as a compromise and is merely a rephrasing of the single-bullet 

theory eith some meaningless worde added to deceive Russell and Senator John 

Sherman Cooper. (I have an oral history Cooper made for the Russell archive at the 
Univesrmity of Georgia, at Athens, in the basement. When someone can get it I'll 

bring it u2 and copy the pertinent nmrt. I also have letters from both Russell and 

Cooper saying they never changed their minds on that,) 

4eide from tile short mention I made of some of this in bhiteuash IV more than 
20 years ago all of this i s new and should be exciting and with any uodia attention 

would make a first-rate scandal. The documents have never been used. I did not 

have them then. 
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It turns out that it was not only Russell and Cooper who did not believe the 

single-bullet theory. Lyndon ''ohnson also did not!!!! This came out in what was 

barely mentioned with the significance not mentioned. when the transcript of the 

Johnson-Russell_ phone coiNersation of 9/18/64 lw,.s dimelosed. That was the date of 

the Commis.-ion executive session 11=1311 forced ere which aankin and Varren ) 
/11. 'Pak c ids 

:Jere careful to exclude the court reporter so they'll would be no tlanscript..I 

never did fina the ribbon copies of what Russell spoke at that session but I 

enclose his file carbon copies from his archive. If the court-reporting records 

are upotrais I'll enclose copies of them to reflect that no °c art reporter was there. 

Not the mention to the pr@ctise in the letter to Russell by his ascist 	';ampbell 

to whom aussell gave the task of radin? my then four books. Another executive 

session tr(enscript includes the Uoumission agreement that it would make and pre-

serve all session tritnecripte for the record, for history. 

The very first 4hook that remains the basic book and the only one available 

with the basic evidence with this hot sturPf abtut even the President not agreeing 

with his Cemmission's conclusions should make al exciting 	that will seiOn d 

ittract attention, if promoted. ile/41'YWAOtei-AM 

I did copy and enclose enough of the records to shgw that there was no court 
reporter 9/18, the it having been 9/15, that when it was hairy the record was 

intended to be destroyed but they overlooked the stenotypist's tape and that all 

carbon paper and the like-of what was to be published- was actually destroyed at 

the '.111it. ; House by the Secret Service. That memo is by RankLn's secretary. Had 

there keen a  trial it would all have been public. And it was classified illegally. ltf 
To P e Of the many little twists that can lend themselves to attractive promotion 

if there is a publisher with that interest is the fact that it was the FBI that 

made"hitevash a success! Not intending that at all. They were part of an effort 

to ruin me and the hook and I was able to turn that around - on V. That made the 

book .n Maw lurk. I had to reprint it that week. I've the 	records on its part. 

I also have an 2Ill record never used in which LW told it there had been a 
conspriacy and that the CIA was part of it. 

I've taken a nap but I've run a bit dry. I'll resume but will get this in 

the mail. I've arrange for someone to get the records from the basement in a day 

or so. I'll also armagc to ;:;et that laT phone transcript on his not believing 

the single-bullet theory. 

If you did not understand me on the phone, Carroll & Graf still have Selections  

fropliviflteRash., the four of that series and Posthortem, on sale.So that cannot be 

done again now. However, if Whiltadagh is done and succeeds, there will be, I think, 
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a market fa Pout Ilortgm with all it says and documents and for Math, which might 
be considered after lihitewasks. 

Dot bear in mind all this requires thu agency not being afraid of retaliation 

a any kind and then a publisher with that feeling, attitude. 

I enclose one page only, not to make it complicated with the irrelevant, on 

which Cartha DeWach, then iJo. 3 in the FBI, reported what LBJ told his staff about 

the conspiracy to kill JFK. The vertical lines in the margins are by hoover. The 

date on thn memo is 4/4/67/ and the file to 62-1U9060-5075. 

The potential of all of this, if it gets attention, is enormous. BiG IF. But 

let us hope!!! 

Thank. Wry, very much and more later, 


